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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2020044146A1] Described is a capsule (1) comprising a case (2), which includes a base wall (201), comprising a outlet opening (206),
and a side wall (202), defining a cavity (203) for containing an initial preparation (P) to be joined to a fluid (F) to obtain a final preparation (FP);
a flanged edge (204) extending from the side wall (202). The capsule comprises a covering element (3) fixed to the flanged edge (204) in order
to hermetically seal the cavity (203) and a closing element (4) fixed in an at least partly detachable manner to the base wall (201) in order to
hermetically seal the outlet opening (206). The capsule also comprises a nozzle (5) fixed to the covering element (3) which extends through the
outlet opening (206). The nozzle (5) comprises: a first end (501) and a second end (502) which are opposite to one another, between which extends
an outer wall (503), wherein the first end (501) comprises an inlet opening (504) for receiving a device (6) for injecting fluid (F) and wherein the
second end (502) comprises a dispensing opening (505) for allowing the final preparation (FP) to come out in a use container (7); a conduit (506)
which extends from the inlet opening (504) to the dispensing opening (505), the outer wall (503) being configured for feeding to the cavity (203) the
fluid received from the inlet opening (504) in a step of injecting the fluid (F) and for discharging the final preparation (FP) from the cavity (203) to the
dispensing opening (505) in a step of dispensing the final preparation (FP). The nozzle (5) comprises a further conduit (510) containing a further
initial preparation (PP); wherein the further conduit (510) is separated from the conduit (506) and extends up to a further dispensing opening (509)
in the second end (502) for allowing the further initial preparation (PP) to come out, separately from the final preparation (FP) in a further dispensing
step.
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